
Class 24 
 
PRAYER...AND...JOKE 
 
 
Last week, we left off by sharing the vision we each have of  "What does Heaven look 
like?" Today, we'll examine the Bible and see how close our vision is to what it says! 
 
 
A.  The ideal way to begin a study of what the Eternal Heaven will be like is to read 
how Isaiah describes his amazing and beautiful prophesy of Heaven:   
 
 1.  READ: Isaiah 65:17-25 
 
QUESTION:  What do you think Isaiah means in verse 17 when he says, "The former 
things will not be remembered."? (TERI: He does not mean we not have any MEMORY 
of life on the Old Earth; rather, the FORMER (negative!) experiences will not over-
shadow our JOY in Heaven.  Someone once said that warmth and light are most 
appreciated by people who remember what it was like to be cold and in the dark! 

 
 
NOW, LET'S CONTINUE TO EXAMINE WHAT THE ETERNAL HEAVEN WILL BE 
LIKE… 
 
 
A.  We will live for ETERNITY... 
 
 1.  Imagine NO END!!  
 
  a.  We are promised ETERNAL LIFE on many occasions 
    
   1.  READ:  Psalm 23: 6; Isaiah 25: 6-8; John 3:14-15;  John 3: 16;   
   John 3:36; John 10: 27-28; John 11: 25-26; Rom. 6: 23;  
   1 Cor: 15: 51-55; 1Thes. 4: 16-17; 1John 5: 11-13; Rev. 2: 11;   
   Rev. 20:6 

 
B.  What is eternity like? I have heard it described this way: imagine that there is a steel 
wall that is 200' tall and 20' wide and that each day a small bird flies over the wall and 
gently brushes the steel wall with the tip of its wing. When the wall is reduced to 
nothing, because of the brushing of it by the wing of the bird, imagine that eternity has 
just begun! 
 
Although we touched on the topic of whether we will have an actual 
BODY in Heaven in Classes 14 and 15, it warrants our re-visiting this 
topic as we delve deeper into our understanding of how we will look. 
 
A.  We concluded the following: 
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 1.  Scripture implies that we will receive a "temporary" body in the First Heaven, 
 but will probably not receive our GLORIFIED body until the Final Judgment, 
 when we go to the ETERNAL HEAVEN.  
 
  a.  Refer to your Class 15 notes and also to the Randy Alcorn article, "What 
  Will Our Glorified Bodies Be Like", which you were given in Class 15 
 
 2.  We will be RECOGNIZABLE us in our glorified bodies 
 
 3.  We will KEEP OUR IDENTITY when we have our glorified bodies  
 
 
B.  So, what else do we know about what our Glorified bodies will be like?  
 
 1.  Paul gives us a DETAILED description of what OUR resurrection will be like 
 including what our bodies will be like:  
 
  a.  READ: 1Cor. 15: 35-44 and 2Cor. 5: 1-4 
 
 2.  We will be a PROTOTYPE of what Christ was like after he rose from the  
 dead! 
 
  a.  READ: 1Cor. 15: 49; Phil. 3: 20 -21; 1John 3:2 
 
  b.  Notice that, after the Resurrection, Jesus was not a "ghost" or a   
  disembodied spirit but he had a PHYSICAL BODY and was capable of  
  EATING, WALKING, TALKING, SITTING, TOUCHING, BEING   
  TOUCHED.  

 
 1.  READ: Luke 24: 37-43.   
 
  a.  Like Jesus, everything our current bodies do now, we will 
  be able to do in Heaven 
 
c.  In addition, if we are going to be like Him, we will probably have other 
amazing properties... 
 
 1.  READ: Luke 24: 31; John 20:19; Acts 1: 9 
 

 
QUESTION: So, when reading these passages of Scripture, what specific "abilities" do  
they mention that we will have? (TERI:  We will be able to "pass through walls"'; appear 
and disappear at will...heavenly travel?...)  
 
 
 3.  Even Old Testament passages, speak of this new body  
 
  a.  READ: Job 19: 26-27; Isaiah 26:19 
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 4.  Our new, glorious bodies will be "imperishable"!  
  a.  READ: 1Cor.15: 42 
 
 5.  Our new bodies will be PERFECT, STRONG and POWERFUL 
 
  a.  READ: 1Cor. 15: 43 
   
 6.  Our bodies will not ever decay or feel too hot or too cold! We won't even ever 
 get sunburned! And, we will never know HUNGER OR THIRST ever again! 
 

a.  READ: Rev. 7:16 
 
 
 

Next week, we will continue studying what our Eternal Home will be like for us. 
 
 
 
 


